The
HUDSON
SUPER-SIX
FIVE PASSENGER
SEDAN
The Hudson Super-Six

The thoroughbred simplicity of design of the Hudson Super-Six Sedan instantly establishes this model in a place of leadership. It is the type of car desired by owners, who prefer the best of good taste and refinement. Richness and style are reflected throughout.

Long body lines together with its clean-cut design, make the Sedan unusually smart in appearance. At the same time its conservatism assures you of a motor car that will be in style for years.

Hudson bodies have always typified that basic pureness of design that lives on. The lines of the first Super-Six of years ago are attractive and in good taste today.

Five-Passenger Sedan

The permanence of the Hudson organization, too, is most important. Since 1909 the factory management has remained the same, and 98½ percent of the output is handled by merchants that have been associated with Hudson for over eight years. This stability of factory and dealer policy contributes greatly to the satisfaction of ownership.

Hudson distributor and dealer organizations are advantageously located throughout the country. Wherever you may travel Hudson service will be near, and it will be that type of service which long experience has shown is the most efficient in keeping Hudsons at their best.

The seating arrangement of the Sedan affords maximum comfort for five passengers. Side linings, lining, and seat upholstery are of rich, fabrics, that give to the whole in that appearance of utmost refine- Color is selected to harmonize with jan's exterior finish. Seats are deep- ned. Modern fittings are thoroughly pung with the other refinements. t plate-glass of large proportions full and clear vision.

r-hinge supports hold the doors in alignment. Body panels are of polished aluminum, which gives mooth finish and distinctive, trimm ance.
s splendid body is protected from shocks by being mounted on the super-Six frame.

adard equipment of the Hudson Six-Sedan includes radiator shutters, teter, transmission lock (approved), terior accessories.

Sedan body is finished in a rich of dark blue. Chassis parts are black.

Hudson performance is even greater than its beauty and refinement. You will immediately appreciate the immense reserve power of the Super-Six—its ability to accelerate quickly and smoothly in traffic, or in an emergency—you will be surprised how it climbs hills or runs through sand without a sign of difficulty—you will enjoy that satisfaction of uniform performance throughout a long day's travel—that 100 percent performance which the Super-Six gives you at all times, under all conditions, year after year. Those units which must function at all times to insure real performance, have been subjected to the test of many years, and found worthy. The testimony of thousands and thousands of Super-Six owners in every part of the world is conclusive proof of this.

Women find the Sedan easy to handle. It is so designed as to provide for operation with the least possible effort.

Squarly behind the Sedan is Hudson's years of world-known engineering and acknowledged manufacturing leadership.
NOTE: The Hudson Motor Car Company reserves the right to make changes or improvements at any time without incurring any obligation to install on cars previously sold.